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rtm also has its own commands, implemented as command-line tools: adb shell executes the "adb shell"-style commands that you are familiar with
from the developer-only android sdk (e.g. adb logcat), but they can be used for any process (e. app, system process, vms, etc.). rtm's trace mode
and debugger commands take some time to learn and become familiar with; however, once you get the hang of it, using rtm is a straightforward
and efficient way to debug your android applications. as a preface to the tutorial, it is useful to understand why the dalvik runtime is so essential,
and what it is and what it isn't. both the dalvik runtime and the android system use a version of the java virtual machine (vm), in order to run the
code of android applications. the dalvik runtime is the code that is downloaded, during the device initialization process, to the storage space for the
device (on a rooted device, it is also on the /system partition). this means that the dalvik runtime is a runtime environment where the android
application code is executed. the android system starts its applications by loading the java bytecode that they contain, and then executing that
code. the dalvik runtime is optimized to be fast, and has some key differences from the java vm. it is not a java vm, and so does not implement
language features found in java. it does have a traditional class-loading system that is compatible with traditional java applications. it also lacks
some language features that are implemented by the java vm:
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The second challenge is to find a.img file. You can download the repository from my website (http://www.david-cao.net/blog/smartphone-unbrick-l-
solved-by-reversing-your-smartphone-flash-tool-2/). Note that the second challenge is optional. You can also use the.swf or.daa file you found to

flash your phone. The unbricking method for SP Flash Tool is very simple, but depending on the SP Flash Tool running on your phone, it might take
some trial and error to make the API calls and set those parameters so that it will work correctly. Once that's done, it is completely transparent to
the user. Usually, this is as simple as issuing the command "adb push .zip /sdcard/" and then "adb push .img /sdcard". Install SP Flash Tool on your
PC and plug in your device using a USB to serial cable. You have to use a PC with at least a 2GB RAM and should be on Windows 7, 8 or 10. If you
don't have this, you can have a look at the Smart Phone Flash Tool page to see if they have one available for your device. Once you plug in the

device, in the next screen, tap on the "Show Bootloader window" option. Your IMEI number is displayed here. Enter the number and you will have to
wait for some time. When you see "Please wait", unlock the screen of your device and plug in a micro USB cable to your PC. This will connect your
Android to your PC. You will have to set up the micro USB cable for charging and data transfer first. Once done, launch the command prompt on

your PC and go to the directory where you have installed the Smart Phone Flash Tool, copy the crack file and paste it in the same folder.
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